Abstract. We derived the sum identities for generalized harmonic and corresponding oscillatory numbers for which a sieve procedure can be applied. The obtained results enable us to understand better the properties of these numbers and their asymptotic behavior. On the basis of these identities a simple proof of the Prime Number Theorem is represented.
Generalized harmonic numbers
In our earlier report we have discussed the regular parts for basic functions of prime numbers [1] . Before considering their oscillatory parts, we would like to discuss some important properties of the generalized harmonic and corresponding oscillatory numbers.
The generalized harmonic number in power s is given by
where s is any complex number. The basic properties of these numbers can be found elsewhere [7] . Throughout this paper we use repeatedly Möbius inversion formula [3] and here we give it for references: if for all positive x satisfied is Möbius function. From the definition (1) and Möbius inversion formula (2) and (3) directly follows
Hence we get the important sum identity
Using Stieltjes integration method, we can rewrite the same equation in integral form
where M y (s) = y k=1 µ k k s is corresponding oscillatory number in power s (our notations are similar to those of commonly accepted [2, 4, 5, 6] for the case s = 0 and s = 1, see below definitions (35)-(37)).
At s =1 for ordinary harmonic number H x (1) ≡ H x , we have
with corresponding integral form
Applying in (6) the asymptotic formula for harmonic number we obtain (8)
Hence it follows that, if m x = o 1 log x at x → ∞ (and, as a consequence, all terms on the right from the term with m x tend to zero), then
, we have well known formula
with corresponding integral form (10)
Using a sieve procedure, the generalized harmonic number can be expanded onto s-powers of the consecutive prime numbers 2, 3, ..., p ≤ x as
where by definition recursively
p − is the prime preceding the prime p.
Consider asymptotic properties at x → ∞. Let us apply Euler product formula, which is valid for Re(s) > 1 [2, 4, 5] , to represent the generalized harmonic number limit as (14)
Further sieving all even number reciprocals yields
Similarly, sieving multiples p = 3 we have
Continuing the sieving procedure up to any prime p leads to
Consider important case s = 1. The sequence of formula transformations for consecutive prime numbers leads to the following set of identities (18)
Similarly for the identities at p = 5, we write (20)
Hx with corresponding limit
Continuing the same procedure up to any prime p, we have
Ultimately, sieving all primes p, we obtain 
p − is the prime preceding p.
Let us consider the case p = 3.
(28)
Similarly for the identities at p = 5, we write (30)
x with corresponding limit
Particularly at s = 1 and s = 0 we have the classic summatory functions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] (36)
Using Möbius inversion formula (2) and (3) in the same way as for (1), we have
From where the analog of identity (4) is obtained in the form
also having the integral representation (39)
Once again, at s = 1 and s = 0 we have 
respectively. Obviously, for the equation (38)
From Euler product formula, which is valid now at s = 1 (14), (23) and (48), follows
where we introduced for symmetry
For example at s = 2 we have
From Riemann's functional equation
and from Euler product follows the functional equations for ϑ (s)-function
In conclusion, using the approach above, we represent some preliminary results for oscillatory part of Chebyshev's ψ -function µ k x k log x k + log x.
More detailed discussions concerning oscillatory parts of the basic functions of prime numbers will be published soon [8] .
